
STITCHED CEREAL BOX CD CASE
Jessica Vitkus

Materials:
Large cereal box
Embroidery floss
Stickers, markers, buttons, scraps for 
embellishment (optional)

Tools:
Ruler
Pencil
Scissors or Xacto tool and cutting mat
Embroidery needle
Larger, fatter needle (optional)
Cork, corrugated cardboard, mouse pad 
(padding for piercing holes)
Thimble (optional)

There’s a CD cover project in AlternaCrafts where you make a little collage then slide it into the plastic 
casing (voila! framed art!), but this project goes a step beyond -- you make the entire case out of a 
cereal box. I love product packaging as art material. The colors are bright, it’s tough, and -- best of 
all – it’s lying around the house. Sure, it’s recycling. But, really, I’m just too impatient to go to the craft 
store for supplies. You can cook up a basic cereal CD case in under an hour. Or go crazy and spend 
as long as you please embellishing it. I did both (see picture). The one with the tooth took about 40 
minutes and the one with the bird took me two nights of embroidery.

DIRECTIONS:
1) Prepare cardboard. 
Pull apart cereal box at the seams so it lies flat on your work surface.

2) Choose and measure out section to use. 
On the front or back of the cereal box, measure and mark a rectangle 5 1⁄2” wide x 10” tall, PLUS an 
extra mini-rectangle at the top about 2” wide by 1 1⁄2 or 2” tall for the tuck-in tab. The easiest way to do 
this is to use the top flap of the cereal box (where you open it to get the cereal) as your tuck-in tab—
it’s already got a nice crease. 

3) Cut out. 
Cut out your rectangle-plus-tab with scissors or with an Xacto and 
straightedge on a cutting mat. See picture.

4) Score and fold. 
Working on the wrong side of the cardboard, measure 5” up from 
the bottom of your big rectangle. This is the midpoint and it will 
eventually be the bottom edge of the finished CD case. Hold a ruler 
or straightedge across this midpoint and score with the tip of your 
scissors our the light pressure of an Xacto blade. (Be careful not 

to cut through!) Fold neatly along score line, right sides out and wrong sides touching. Repeat at the 
base of the tuck-in tab if there’s not a fold there already.



5) Cut slit for tab.
Open up the cardboard and, working from the wrong side, measure and mark a horizontal line about 
3⁄4” from the bottom (non-tabbed) edge. It should be about 3⁄4” or so wider than your tab. Neither tabs 
nor slots need to be super exact. Just make sure the slot is bigger than the tab. Cut slot with scissors 
or Xacto blade. (Even a boxcutter will work in a pinch.)

6) Pierce holes for side lacing. 
Fold up your CD case into its final form. Check that the slot and tab work (I add an extra horizontal 
crease to the middle of the tab for easier tucking). Lay the CD case over cork, corrugated cardboard, 
or a mouse pad. Take your fatter needle and pierce a row of holes down each side of the CD case, 
going through BOTH layers of cardboard. Holes should be about 1⁄4” apart and 1⁄4” away from the 
edge. But that’s just a guideline -- you can eyeball it. If you only have one size needle, that’s OK. It 
just means you’ll have to work a little harder to pull the thread through later. Poking through two layers 
of cardboard can be tough. Do it slowly and carefully and use a thimble if you have one. 

7) Decorate. If you are going to do any more embroidery on the 
cardboard, do it now, while you have easy access. You can also sew 
on buttons, rick-rack, or even little patches of fabric. 

A NOTE ON EMBROIDERING ON CARDBOARD…
Anytime you embroider on cardboard, you need to pierce holes 
before you stitch – preferably with a bigger needle. If you don’t, your 
fingertips will get sore very quickly, and you might bend or tear the 
cardboard. Believe me, I have learned this the hard way. I like to 
draw a picture lightly with a pencil, pierce holes along the pencil lines 

(far enough apart that they don’t tear), erase the pencil, then stitch. Just a heart in simple running 
stitch is super charming. Or I trace around what’s there on the packaging in running stitch or a fancier 
stitch. (See the blue stitching around the “Cheer” of Cheerios.) Split stitch, chain stitch, back stitch, 
stem stitch, and French knots all look lovely on cardboard.

8) Lace up CD case sides. Using embroidery floss, whip stitch up each side. I do a double stitch at 
the top and bottom for strength. You could also use running stitch or blanket stitch – any stitch that 
looks good from both sides. If you want to further embellish with stickers, markers, etc. go to town! 
Tuck homemade CD into homemade CD case for a one-of-a-kind piece of useful art. 

OTHER STITCHED CD CASE IDEAS:
You could also try this project with oilcloth, felt, old posters, big cracker boxes. Basically anything 
that’s hardy and folds without breaking or tearing. Have fun! And remember my motto: anything you 
can pierce with a needle, you can sew. 


